
TOM FENTON DROPPING INTO COLDWELL CLOUGH  PEAK DISTRICT MTB ALL-WEATHER CIRCUIT – GRADE u»u

Introduction
The traditional Kinder Circuit is a UK 
classic – up to Hollins Cross, over Rushup 
Edge, down Roych Clough towards 
Hayfield and finishing spectacularly down 
Jacob’s Ladder. Or you can ride it the 
other way round and it ain’t bad either. 
It’s a largely weatherproof ride, except  
for the start around Mam Tor and the 
perma-bog on Rushup Edge.

Like much of the UK, the Peak can take 
a real beating from the weather in winter, 
and some trails suffer more than others. 
To help those hammered trails, we’ve 
joined up with Peak District MTB to put 
together a tweak to the classic Kinder 
ride, missing out some of the mud and 
keeping the riding on the rocky stuff.

The Ride
From Edale, climb up and over Mam Nick 
and pick up the Rushup Edge bridleway just 
past the summit. This leads up, along and 
down to the Pennine Bridleway and the 
plummet into Roych Clough. Climb out the 
other side and contour around Mount 
Famine to a fast and exciting descent into 
Coldwell Clough and then get ready for the 
big one – the climb to Edale Cross. 300 
metres of ascent, gruelling at first, easing 
slightly in the middle and then rocky and 
technical at the end. You’ll be well rewarded 
at the top, because the descent of Jacob’s 
Ladder is a real plum prize – especially on a 
quiet day when you can have the trail 
almost to yourself. Enjoy.
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 ALTITUDE PROFILE

PEAK DISTRICT MTB ALL-WEATHER CIRCUIT GRADE: u»u
TOTAL DISTANCE: 22KM » TOTAL ASCENT: 750M » TIME: 3+ HOURS » START/FINISH: EDALE MAIN CAR PARK 
START GRID REF: SK 124853 » SATNAV: EDALE » PUB: CHESHIRE CHEESE, HOPE, TEL: 01433 620 381 
CAFÉ: PENNY POT CAFÉ (VARIABLE OPENING TIMES), TEL: 01433 670 293

More great Peak District rides can be found in Peak District Mountain Biking, 
White Peak Mountain Biking and Great Britain Mountain Biking.

www.v-publishing.co.uk

www.peakdistrictmtb.org
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  Turn R out of Edale car park onto the main road, towards Barber Booth. Follow the 
road round to the left and up the (roadie classic!) road climb to Mam Nick. Descend 
the other side for about 50m and look out for a bridleway on the right signed Rushup 
Edge. Take this. Tough climb. Continue climbing, pass through a gate and on to 
Rushup Edge. Continue SA along a vague level track, always keeping the wall to your 
right, until the path swerves R through a gate. Go through the gate and descend L  
to a fork: Go L (effectively SA) and join a track (Pennine Bridleway) at the bottom, 
adjacent to the main road. Turn R on to the track.

2   Follow this track, eventually descending fast and fun into Roych Clough. Drop down 
steadily to cross a stream then continue SA through a gate. Keep SA, cross another 
stream to a gate and go through this onto a walled track that culminates in rock steps 
dropping down to a ford at the base of Roych Clough. Climb steeply out of the 
clough, continue up the track to a gate and keep SA at gate to continue to climb less 
steeply. Ignore a bridleway to the left and keep SA up the track – now more steeply 
– up to a small col. Continue on this good track on a fast, flowing descent to a gate. 
Ride SA and round to the R down to a gate and onto a walled hardpack track. SA, 
smoothly downhill for 400m, looking out for a track, Pennine Bridleway, on the R, just 
opposite a wide track (signposted Via Kinder Valley to Edale).

3   Turn R here and follow this track easily up through gates, after which descend with 
interest into Coldwell Clough. Hairpin R to drop and cross stream and follow the road 
as it curves left up the other side of the clough. At the end of the tarmac section fork L 
(more or less SA) onto a rocky track – a very tough climb! Keep SA through gates, with 
great determination, for 2km to gate at Edale Cross.

4   Track eventually flattens slightly before a short sharp climb takes you to the 
beginning of the Jacob’s Ladder descent. This classic descent begins with a tricky 
section on steep steps. Continue with slightly less difficulty then take sharp R to a 
gate (ignore footpath on the left). SA on easier terrain before dropping steeply L into 
a loose, stony walled track with a gate at the bottom. Go through the gate, cross a 
footbridge – or ford if you are already soaked – and through a gate. Follow the track SA 
for 1.8km through several gates to Upper Booth (dismount briefly at Lee House).  
SA along tarmac road, eventually passing a parking spot and dropping beneath the 
railway viaduct into Barber Booth. Turn L along the road to return to Edale.

Directions –  Peak District MTB  
All-Weather Circuit


